
brief notices

prophet of thejubileethe jubilee translated garnishes his numerous doctrinal
and edited by ronald D dennis treatises with occasional fiction
religious studies center brigham and poetry excerpts translated

young university 1997 from the millennial star the neigh-
boring LDS periodical in england

in july 1846 in rhydybont car and portions of articles on religious
marthenshiremarthenshire wales dan jones topics taken from european and
published the first issue of a U S newspapers
monthly LDS periodical in the A brief summary of each article
welsh language on a press owned is provided at the beginning of the
by john jones dans brother who book but after that the reader is
was an ordained congregational left to plod through the text with-

outminister the periodical krophproph annotations while pagination
aydwyd y jubelijubili prophet of the is sure to confuse some readers
jubilee ran monthly thereafter prophet of the jubilee opens up
through december 1848 joness LDS historical documents that have
great great grandson ronald dennis been inaccessible to most english
has presented what he calls a speaking readers for 150 years
facsimile translation xxix of the here is a mass of interesting cul-

turalcomplete series retaining original and doctrinal history as well
fonts layout and pagination slightly as the voice of dan jones himself
enlarging font size for readability one of the most prolific and persis-

tent missionaries in the history oftext and index are over seven hun-
dred pages and geraint bowen the church
former archdruid of wales offers a jed L woodworth
superb introduction

many articles in prophet of the
jubilee rebut arguments of local book ofofmormonmormon authors their
anti mormonscormons or apostates articles words and messages by roger R
entitled the hater of deceit prov-
ing

keller religious studies center
himself a false prophet again brigham young university 1996

and the rev W R davies from
dowlaisDowlais and his cruel and shame-
ful

the statistical study of book of
persecution again again mormon texts is a well traveled

give a glimpse of the intense feel-
ings

road in book of mormon scholar-
shipbetween early welsh saints and however in book of mor-
montheir religious adversaries jones authors roger keller shows
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that there is still valuable work to certain key terms related to major
be done themes and then identifies which

keller acknowledges a great debt authors use which terms he then
to previous statistical studies the interprets the differences in termi-

nologymost famous of these is wayne A among book of mormon
larsen and alvin C renchersranchersRenchers authors each chapter of his book
who wrote the book of mormon includes a section entitled theologi-

calan analysis of wordprintsWordprints pub-
lished

implications in which keller
in book of mormon au-

thorship
connects his interpretation of book

thorship new light on ancient of mormon terms to LDS theology
origins ed noel B reynolds after discussing the general dif-

ferencesprovo utah religious studies ferences among book of mormon
center brigham young university authors keller delineates five
1982 in this ground breaking major themes or clusters of terms
study larsen and rencher use that appear in the book of mor-

monwordprintswordprints patterns of language laws and commandments
using numerous function words church and churches earth is-

raelto establish the authenticity of vari-
ous

land and lands within each
authors larsen and rencher section he provides a helpful

argue that because wordprintswordprints are table that lists the terms he identi-
fiedprimarily set through function as part of the cluster and the

words it would be very difficult incidence of this term for each
for one author to imitate or emu-
late

book of mormon author readers
another authors woodprintwordprintwordprint who are not as interested in the

thus a woodprintwordprintwordprint becomes a kind details of kellers methodology
of linguistic fingerprint may want to skim through this

keller builds his analysis on the section of each chapter and move
woodprintwordprintwordprint studies of the book of directly to the interpretation and
mormon and takes as a given the theological implications kellers
division of authors established by most useful contribution to book
larsen and rencher and others of mormon studies
kellers work then extends previ-
ous

because of his theological train-
ingstatistical studies of the book keller has a real ability to dis-
tinguishof mormon by moving from de-

scription
shades of meaning in book

to interpretation instead of mormon terms his analysis in-
troducesof focusing on function words troduces a number of new and

keller cataloguescataloguercatalogues patterns of con-
tent

provocative interpretations of book
words in the book of mormon of mormon authors and presents

to identify major themes important theological principles
although keller is not trained as keller unabashedly uses his study

a statistician he is very careful of the book of mormon to build
about his methodology and works faith in his predominately LDS

closely with other scholars who audience but he is also careful to
have conducted statistical textual explain that his testimony of the
studies keller uses a kind of ciusclus-
ter

book of mormon does not come
analysis in which he identifies from scientific studies
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previous statistical studies of the missionary effort but also motivated
book of mormon may have been nonmembersmembersnon to learnleam more about
too technical for many lay readers the church consequently church
but roger kellers book of mor-
mon

membership rose dramatically
authors has greater appeal during his presidency 1950 71

and should inform and inspire both because the book is written for a

casual and serious scholars keller non LDS academic audience it also

admits that his work is not fin-
ished

includes chapters explaining the
and he encourages others to importance of general conference

undertake similar studies particu-
larly

to church membership and how
studies of how book of mor-

mon
latter day saints fit into the christ-
ianauthors use synonyms for the community

all readers will theterms he identifies such a study of appreciate

synonyms would lead readers into positive effect president mckays
i exceptional rhetorical skills had oneven more nuances of meaning inm

the churchschurche public image and grow-
ing

their reading of this ancient text
church membership but lattergary L hatch

day saints will also finish the book
with the conviction that the lord
calls his leaders when their talents

the rhetoric of david 0 mckay are most needed
by richard N armstrong peter beth hamilton
lang 1993

the church of jesus christ of voices of old testament prophets
latter day saints experienced ex-
ceptional

the 26tb26th annual sidney B sperry
worldwide growth and thesymposium compiled by

public recognition during the presi-
dency

1997 sidney sperry symposium
of david 0 mckay this committee deseret book 1997

book by an assistant professor at
wichita state university is a study the 26th annual sperry sympo-

siumof president mckays rhetorical centered on various old test-
amentappeal to both members and non prophets especially the

members and a look at the role he little known figures and obscure
played in creating a positive public events in their livesfivesilveshives interesting de-

tailsimage of the church and analyses are included
the author suggests that presi-

dent
often for the first time in LDS

mckays timely messages circles for example on the men
such as no other success can com-
pensate

toring of jethro the rebellion of
for failure in the home korah the stability of the prophets

filled the needs of many people in the exile the saviors referred to
members and membersnonmembersnon alike by obadiah the hopeful stories
his clarion call every member a of habakkuk and abigail and the
missionary not only inspired the blessings of the temple in the minis-

tryLDS community to accelerate their of haggai more familiar themes


